Hybrid algorithm for phase retrieval from a single spatial carrier fringe pattern.
A hybrid algorithm is proposed in this study for demodulating a single spatial carrier fringe pattern (FP) of interferometric measurement, which essentially combines the spatial carrier phase shift (SCPS) method and Fourier transform (FT) method. It firstly extracts three phase-shifted FPs from a single spatial carrier FP, then employs the FT method and a subtraction operation to determine the phase shift of three phase-shifted FPs, and finally retrieves the phase map using a least-square phase shift algorithm. The subtraction operation could considerably mitigate the inherent edge error of the FT method, resulting in an increase of accuracy compared with the FT method. It also does not require the background and modulation amplitude of the spatial carrier FP to be constant; thus it is robust and quite suitable for engineering. The factors that may influence the performance of the proposed algorithm are analyzed, including the random and speckle noise, carrier frequency, shape of the background, and modulation amplitude. The feasibility of the proposed algorithm is validated by two experiments, comparing them with the temporal phase-shifted method. The proposed algorithm is expected to be used in interferometric measurement under adverse environments.